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The purpose of this study is: (l) to give the origin
and developmental history of the Juvenile Court of Forsyth
County, Winston-Salem, North Carolina; (E) to compare the
present judicial, administrative, and social processes of
the County Juvenile Court with those of the City Juvenile
Court prior to the consolidation of County and City Juvenile
Courts; (3) to show through case studies, a cross-sectional
view of the processes of this Juvenile Court at two dif¬
ferent periods in its development; and (4) to make recom¬
mendations for the improvement of the present Juvenile Court#
Significance of Study
The high rate of juvenile delinquency in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina adds emphasis to the need for careful re¬
thinking of the means and methods applied in the treatment
of this age group. Youth is the period when, if at all, ef¬
fective work of reformation and rehabilitation may still be
carried on so that continued, aggravated criminal careers of
adulthood may be prevented.
The Juvenile Court of Forsyth County is faced with cer¬
tain delinquency problems brought on by the city»s high rate
of industrialization and limited judicial power for the
Court. A written record of how this Juvenile Court has met
its problems throughout its development has never been
1
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attempted. Such a record, accurate and complete, will serve
as a.source for historical reference and a guide for rethink¬
ing of present means and methods applied by the Court in the
treatment of problems coming before it.
Scope and Limitation
This study covers the development of the Forsyth County
Juvenile Court from its origin in 1919 through 1947 although
the detailed accoiint of the operational processes of the
Court is limited to the period from September 1, 1940 through
December 31, 1947, Because of the lack of sufficient records
on the early operation of the Juvenile Court a detailed ac¬
count of its operation from origin to 1940 is not possible.
Method of Securing Data
The techniques used for collecting data for this study
are the following: (1) Biographical research; (2) observation
of the Juvenile Court during court hearings; (3) personal
interviews; and (4) case records. Research will be done in
the legal literature on statuatory and case law related to
the development of the Forsyth County Juvenile Court, Court
records, statistical data gathered by other agencies, and
newspapers. Consultations will be held with persons most
familiar with the development and purposes of the Court,
Those not officially connected with the Court are expected to
be helpful by giving constructive criticism. Observation of
court sessions will be necessary for some understanding of
3
the operation and processes of the present Juvenile Court.
Underlying Philosophy of Juvenile Court Legislation
The Juvenile Court legislation which has been enacted
since 1899 by many states and by the United States Congress
for the District of Columbia is evidence of the iinsatisfac-
tory state of law prevailing prior to that time for dealing
with offending children, with adults guilty of offenses a-
gainst children, and the inadequate provision for care of
destitute family groups, thus placing the children in
1
Jeopardy.
Formal criminal procedure is inconsistent with the phi¬
losophy underlying juvenile court legislation, which conceives
of the child not as a criminal but as a delinquent, misdirec¬
ted, misguided and needing aid, encouragement, and assistance.
The p\irpose is not to prove the child guilty or not guilty,
but to find out what surroundings and circumstances are res¬
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The operation of a juvenile coiirt in FQcsyth County be¬
gan in 1919- This court was the first such youth tribunal
established in the State of North Carolina. The legal stat¬
utes by which the present Juvenile court was established were
ratified by the North Carolina General Assembly in 1920, al¬
most a year after the Forsyth County Juvenile Court had been
in operation.^ Due to inadeqiiate and poorly kept records,
the earliest recorded accoimts only, show its operation from
g
the month of April 1924. From 1919 to 1926, the City and
County Juvenile Courts were consolidated as they are at
present. The meager accounts available on this early period
reveal little about the policies and practices of the Court.
After seven years of consolidated operation, the City
and County authorities saw fit to separate the two divisions.
The City Juvenile Court assumed Jurisdiction over all com¬
plaints made within the City limits while the County Juvenile
Court assumed Jurisdiction over those complaints made outside
the City limits, but within the County limits.
Statement of K.W. Davis, former Director City Welfare
Department, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, personal inter¬
view, January 22, 1948.
2




In October 1926 this separation was put into effect.
According to available records considerable use by both City
and County Juvenile Courts was made of boarding homes and
public and private institutions for committments. Forsyth
County had its own Reformatory for both white and Negro boys,
and in addition to this institution, use was made of similar
1
institutions in nearby Greensboro, North Carolina, Since
such practice is not followed today, apparently it was the
result of an agreement between the %wo cities for the mutual
benefit of both. The private homes and institutions used
were approved by the local Welfare Department,
City and County Juvenile Court sessions were scheduled
as the need arose and the number of cases of each was light
enough to permit this. There were lapses in the sessions for
2
periods as long as three weeks. The leading offense was
larceny followed by such offenses as passing counterfeit
money, operating a motor vehicle under age^ assault with a
deadly weapon, and sex perversion* Frequently* a child was
charged with being dependent, neglected, and incorrigible,
3
all in the same instance. Committments were made in some
cases at an extremely early age and on questionable charges.
One child was committed to Samarcand Manor Ftir Girls at the








Another was committed to the Jackson Training School For Boys
at the age of eight years. The charge was ’’incorrigible”.
There were frequent instances of release on probation.
From the records of final disposition in the official
cases that came before the Court one can only surmise the
effectiveness of the policies and practices of the tribunal
at this time. There were many repeaters who were eventually
listed as incorrigible. The relation of the Juvenile Court
to the community and its use of the available resources can
be eva^luated by the many instances of referrals from private
■ '
. 1
agencies and organizations in various cases.
W. E. Church, Clerk of Superior Court Forsyth County,
2
became Judge of the County Juvenile Court in December 1930.
Thereafter, informal Juvenile Court hearings were held in a
spare office in the basement of the Court House and most of
the pre-trial investigation was done by a representative
from the County Welfare Department. In proportion, the case
load was as heavy as it is today. The judgeship of the
County Juvenile Court was regarded as a ’’sideline” of the
County Clerk of Court and sessions were held when the time
1
Associated Charities, now known as Family Service Agency
is credited with at least 30j6 of the referrals and the Police
Department with 50^. The remaining 20^ were from other organ
izations or from sources unknown. Survey of Citizens Commit¬
tee. Winston-Salem. North Carolina."1958-39(unpublished).
2
In the State of North Carolina the Clerk of'Superior
Court- in each co\mty automatically becomes the judge of the
County Juvenile Court, when such Court operates separately
from the City Juvenile Court.. North Carolina Welfare Laws,
Bulletin No, 24, Juvenile Counts(1944), p.89.
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could be found. There were over-all limitations stemming
largely from the limited allocation of funds for operational
costs. There were little or no facilities for handling Negro
boys and girls. The County Juvenile Court personnel had no
training in social work and the "trial and error" method was
most frequently used. Under these conditions progress of the
County Juvenile Court was only fair and there was some over-
1
lapping of City and County Juvenile Court services.
In January 1930, K. W. Davis, now Deputy Clerk of Mu-
nlclple Court, began services with the City Welfare Depart¬
ment. Mr. Davis* appointment was the beginning of a series
of events that were to have far-reaching effect on the Ju¬
venile Court of Forsyth County. After slightly more than a
year of service with the City Welfare Department, Mr# Davis
was given authority by the Mayor and the Board of Aldermen
to exercise complete control over the activities of the De-
2
partment. He came to the Department with no training or ex¬
perience in social work, however, despite this fact he did
an outstanding service for the City Juvenile Court.
In May 1935, Mr. Davis was appointed Judge of the City
Juvenile Court, these new duties to be performed concurrent¬
ly with those of Director of the City Welfare Department.
There was quite an apparent lack of professionally trained
Y ^ ~
Statement of W. E. Church, Clerk of Superior Court,
Forsyth County, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, personal in¬
terview, November 4, 1947.
2
Survey of Citizens Committee, clt.
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social workers on the staffs of both Juvenile Courts, however,
the City Court did have two workers with professional training»
The principle qualification of the other members of the staff
was experience in work related directly and indirectly with
that required in work done by a juvenile court staff* The
Staff of the City Juvenile Court consisted of seven persons*
These were: Judge, two caseworkers for girls, two probation
officers for boys, aii assistant probation officer, and an
investigator for medical services* Hearings were held in the
office of the Director of the City Welfare Department,
Despite the limitation of untrained personnel, the City
Juvenile Court set several precedents while under the guidance
of Mr* Davis from 1935 to 1940* The keeping of well-written
and factual case records was a practice started during this
period* Previously, the only "case record" was a small 3"
I
by 5" file card maintained by the Police Department and con¬
tained only the child *s name, the offense for which he was
chained,* andstrfhe-'final disposition* The first use of train¬
ed personnel was also began, despite some official protests*
Both of these practices increased the efficiency of the City
Juvenile Court and gained for it favorable recognition* As
a resiilt of the work and influence of the City Juvenile Court,
a Detention Home for Negro boys was secured, a valuable and
much needed addition to the facilities of the Court* This
r ^
Detention Heme was an old.school house located on Moravia
Street, The City authorities converted this building to
serve the purposes of the Juvenile Court and it was opened
9
for service on January 1, 1934* This Home served a different
purpose for the Juvenile Court from the present Detention
Home, It was used largely as a committment institution for
the Negro hoys of Forsyth County and some of its eiirollees re¬
mained for as long as eighteen months.
They received little formal education except the three
”R*s”, however, the "common sense" care and religious train¬
ing practiced by the Staff of the Detention Home and the City
Juvenile Court gave the boys a "sense of belonging" and a
feeling that someone actually was Interested in them. In
this Home many of the children had their first experience of
wholesome "family life", Mr, and Mrs, John Joyce, Superin¬
tendent and Matron of the Detention Home, respectively, did
their ^ jobs well. The children ranged in age from nine to
fifteen years. They conducted their own "Good Conduct Court"
for those guilty of infractions of the Home rules. The
"sentence" was usually confinement to the building dxiring
several play periods or to miss the next "movid* trip. The
boys planned and made their own garden, cared for the two
cows and a mule which were a part of the Detention Home equip¬
ment, and helped prepare their own meals. They were trusted
implicitly until they proved otherwise and only a few ever
1
violated this trust.
Such understanding supervision gave to these children
Statement of K, W, Davis, isp.. cit.y January 23, 1048
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a sense of security and responsibility that they never re¬
ceived in their own homes# Many of them were completely
rehabilitated and returned to their community able to main¬
tain the adjustment they had made in the Detention Home#
Unfortunately no such facilities were available for girls#
Little or nothing could be done for them except bring the
offenders into Juvenile Court, warn them,-and release them
on probation# The majority of the work with Negro girls was
done unofficially by-the Negro case worker for girls#^
The City Juvenile Courtis facilities for handling white
boys and girls seemed quite adequate for the case load#
State institutions were available for committment of offenders
and the need for such a local Home as was provided for the
Negro boys was not necessary# The Court felt, however, that
adjustments made by some of the white children were no more
2
favorable than those made by the Negro children# For the
first four years of the operation of the Detention Home, its
supervision was technically performed by the Police Depart¬
ment# In July 1938 this "supervision” was transferred to
the City Juvenile Court# Mr Davis exercised complete and
final authority over all activities of the City Welfare De¬
partment, the City Juvenile Court, and the Detention Home;
3








Throughout the operation of the City and County Juvenile
Courts from 1926 to 1947, the only psychiatric service avail¬
able has been that afforded by State hospitals or private
hospitals and clinics such ass the Child Guidance Clinic at
the Bowman Gray School of Medicine located in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina, the Duke Hospital in Durham,' North Carolina,
and a State hospital in Raleigh, North Carolina* Although
these Institutions readily make their services available to
the Juvenile Court, they are in no way connected to the Ju¬
venile Court or local Welfare Department* Over the years,
the City and County Juvenile Courts have made use of these
facilities but it has been expensive and at times, incon-
venlent^^
In a report to the North Carolina State Board of Chari¬
ties and Public Welfare in 1939, Mr.'Davis summarized the
status of the City Juvenile Court as follows:
We wish to say that we are not satisfied with
the functioning of our Agency* . We realize that the
limitations of staff, equipment, and facilities
prevent us from giving services we sould like to
give. In the matter of school attendance we are .
doing next to nothing. There are no facilities.
State or local for the care~'of delinquent Negro
girls andgthis situation is getting to be a seri¬
ous one.,
For the thirteen year period from 1926 to 1939, the City
Juvenile Court handled an average of 695 cases per year,——
640 officially and 55 unofficially*
1 ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ - -





In 1939 a special Citizens Copnittee of the Council of
Social Agencies in Winston-Salem, was requested by the City
Board of Aldermen to conduct a survey to determine the ad¬
visability of consolidating the City and Coimty Juvenile
Courts for the purpose of improving the efficiency of the
Courts as well as eliminating:overlapping services and re¬
ducing operating costs. This special committee completed its
work and submitted .the findings, with recommendations early
in 1940. On June 14, 1940 the Board of Aldermen met and as
a rosult of the^findings of the Citizens Committee, voted to
coordinate the City and County welfare activities, effective
as of July 1, 1940. The Citizens Committee made seven recom¬
mendations for the improvement of the welfare work ‘in both
City and County Welfare Departments. Of these, one specifi¬
cally related to Juvenile court activities within the De¬
partments. This recommendation«wes as follows:
That operation of the City Juvenile Court be
discontinued as of August 31, 1940; that the Judge
of the City Juvenile Court be granted a paid va¬
cation from the period of that date to the ex¬
piration of his term of office on September 6,
1940. Upon discontinuance of the City Juvenile
Court, cases that would normally come before it
will automatically pass to the Jurisdiction of
the County Juvenile Court, under the North Caro¬
lina Code.**--
The legal channels having been cleared, actual consoli¬
dation was now Just a matter of time, and on the morning of
'•Board of Aldermen Vote to_, Consolidate City—Coiinty Ju-.
venile Coxirts", Winston-Salem Journal, June 15, 1940, p.l.
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September 4, 1940 welfare leaders of Winston-Salem and For¬
syth County held ^ "formal opening" of the new Joint City-
County Juvenile Court. The newly appointed Judge Ransom S.
Averitt was assisted by a professionally-trained staff of
four workers. Mrs. Marion Wilson, trained Negro worker of
the City Juvenile Court was transferred to the new Juvenile
Court and was the only Negro worker on the staff. In ad¬
dition, there was one other case worker for girls and two
men for probation work with boys. One of these probation
officers served the rural areas of the county and the other
served within the city limits. The Juvenile Court convened
twice weekly. Sessions were held in the office of the Su¬
perintendent of the County Welfare Department. The case load
for each worker was considerably less than it was to become
in the approaching years. This is evidenced by the fact
that the duties of Child Welfare Caseworker and Probation
Officer for Negro Boys and Girls were conducted by the one
Negro caseworker at the beginning of the combined Court.
After the merger, headquarters for the County Welfare
Department and the Juvenile Court were at the old location
on South Liberty Street between Second and Third Streets.
In this location no special provision for court rooms could
1
be made because of the lack of space. However, those
1
Statement of Mrs. Marion Wilson, Child Welfare Casework¬
er,, Forsyth County V/elfare Department, personal interview,
December 9, 1947.
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sessions of the Court that were held in the office of the
superintendent were kept on an ’'informal conference" basis#
On April 17, 1941, construction bids on a new building
which was to house the entire Welfare and Health Departments
of the County were opened. This building was to be a modern
two-story structure costing $60,000 and providing adequate
office space for the Juvenile Court sessions. Work was be¬
gun immediately and the completed building, located at
Seventh and Woodland Avenue, was opened for operations on
1
September 30, 1941. The staff consisted of; Judge, Chief
2
Probation Officer, a Children’s Consultant, an Assistant
Probation Officer for delinquent Negro girls, and a Probation
and Parole Officer for white and Negro delinquent boys.
The Negro worker was also the Child’s Welfare 7/orker for
Negro children.
Despite the progressive strides> welfare officials soon
found that they had only partially prepared themselves to
meet other problems that were brought on by the advent of
World War II. By November of.1942, slightly more than a year
after the opening of the new building, the Juvenile Court
_
'!New Welfare Building", Twin City Sentinel. April 18,
1941.
2
In the State of North Carolina the Superintendent of the
County Welfare Department of each county automatically becomes
the Chief Probation Officer of the County Juvenile Court when
such Court operates separately from the City Juvenile Court.
North Carolina Welfare Laws, op. cit., p.93.
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lost the services of two of its probation officers for boys*
This work was carried on by members of the Child Welfare Di¬
vision. However, a cooperative plan was worked out between
the Juvenile Court, and the Police Department whereby the
Police Department agreed to conduct the initial investigation
in cases. Officials began considering the possibility of
hiring a Negro man to work with Negro boys because statistics
had shown that TOjS of the boys cases were Negro.^
On December 1, 1942 James B.. Unthahk-joined the staff.
He was the first trained Negro probation officer»to work
solely with the boys. On the 2nd of December Mrs. Malvina
Moore was appointed probation officer for-white boys and
girls. This appointment marked the first time that a woman
had been' used in the Coxinty Juvenile Court to handle proba-
2
tion work with older boys.
With these new additions to the staff, the Juvenile
Court was once again ready to tackle the problems of delin¬
quency with a relatively complete staff. Despite the fact
that wartime usually brings about an increase in juvenile de¬
linquency rates, in Forsyth County the rise was comparatively
light and many of the ills which beset other Juvenile Courts
in heavily populated and industrialized areas in the State,
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ '
"Juvenile Delinquency Trend Upward”, Twin City Sentinel.
November 5, 1942, p.4.
2
"New Staff Members For- the Juvenile Court", Twin City
Sentinel. December 2, 1942, p.6.
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were not suffered. Actually, there was a decrease in the
number of_official cases handled by the Juvenile Court for a
twelve months period from June 30, 1942 through June 30,
'7
1943. On the oth^r hand, unofficial cases for this same peri¬
od increased more than lOOjS, Despite this fact, the total
number of cases handled by the Court during this peak wartime
1
period increased by only forty-five cases over for the year.
For the first three years of operation under Judge
Averitt the combined City-County Court had given a very good
account of itself. Many youthful offenders who were' known
to the Court had made a suitable adjustment and wel’e making
good in the. armed forces Q]f on defense Jobs. The staff was
making a determined effort to carry out the predominating
function of the Juvenile Court, which is to "foster the
child^s adjustment while it protects his interests and works
for the reorganization of his habits and attitudes and his'
2 ' ' ' .
welfare.” Those concerned.believed- that the Juvenile court
was an agency developed to give specialized service to chil¬
dren in the field of lawj that it has both legal and admin¬
istrative functions and its functions are neither wholly le-
3
gal or wholly social.
The welfare leaders of the county and members of the
^
Juvenile Court Survey. 1942-45. North Carolina, prepared
by A. W. Cline, Superintendent Forsyth County Department of
Public Welfare(unpublished).
"Juvenile Delinquency Discussed At State Meeting'(Public




Juvenile Court were aware that there was still much to he
done in bringing the Court facilities and operations up to
the realm of model efficiency. There was a critical need for
adequate and suitable detention quarters for both white and
Negro boys and girls. The old Detention Home for Negro boys
was no longer in use. By 1944, the delinquency rate had
risen slightly higher than that of the previous year and the
staff was beginning to feel the pressvire of the increased
caseload.
There was a need for more trained workers to enable the
Juvenile Coiirt to give adequate supervision to children who
had been placed on probation and to those who were handled
unofficially. Recommendations had been made concerning the
advisability of creating a Domestic Relations Court in con¬
nection with the activities of the Juvenile Court because the
rapid increase of juvenile cases involving domestic relations
strongly suggested that more adequate means of dealing with
1
them be made available.
On August 8, 1946 welfare officials conducted a "formal
opening" of a new Detention Home for Negro boys and girls,
as a part of the facilities of the Juvenile Court. This
Home was the first such institution in the State to be set
up since the war. It was the Detention Committee of the Ki-
wanis Club of Winston-Salem, an active civic organization,
-
"The Need For a Domestic Relations Court", editorial.
Twin City Sentinel. February 2, 1945.
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which worked out the plans for the Home and furnished the
building with bedside tables, chairs, rugs, books, games,
1
and a radio.
Before another year the Juvenile Court with six years
of successful operation to its credit, was given a complete
check-up by the State Board of Public Welfare. Its chief
recommendation for the Court at this time, as had been heard
before, was an increase in the number of trained counselors.
As had been found before, the lack of sufficient operating
funds was one of the chief reasons why this need could not
be met. The Court had grown immensely, to the satisfaction
of all concerned and with this growth came recognition,
2
state-wide and national.
The entire Welfare Department reaped benefit from the
Juvenile Coxart Survey conducted by Mr. Cline and in autumn
of 1945, the Department was requested to accept students
from the University of North Carolina, for field training in
social work. In 1947 a similar request was received from
the Atlanta University School of Soeial Work as well as an¬
other from the University of North Carolina. Three students
were accepted and two were assigned to the Juvenile Court,
one white and one Negro. This marked the first time a Negro
student had been accepted for supervision in field work by
"New Detention Home Opened", Winston-Salem Journal.
August 9, 1946, p.2.
2
"J-C Survey Creates Interest", Twin City Sentinel.
October 1, 1943, p.3.
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this agency# Great strides in progress have been made in the
development of the Forsyth County Juvenile Court and the pre¬
sent Court with its modern facilities and professionally-
trained staff is a far-cry from that of some twenty years
ago when the entire Welfare Department had one full-time and
one part-time employee and used one room in the County Court
2
House.
Racial relations within the Court have been progressive
throughout the history of the tribunal. This has been par¬
ticularly so since the combined City-County Court began its
operati ns in the new building. There is no segregation in
seating arrangement and the personnel relations are pro-
S
fessional, yet warmly cordial and friendly. A. W. Cline
has successfully guided the activities of the Forsyth County
Welfare Department and the Juvenile Court through twenty-
four years of progress.
At the opening ceremony of the Juvenile Court on Sep¬
tember 4, 1940, the Superintendent of the Forsyth County Wel¬
fare Department gave his expression of the underlying philoso¬
phy of the purpose and function of the Court when he said,
^
Statement of J. B. Unthank, Senior Counselor, Forsyth
County Juvenile Court, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, person¬
al interview, December 5, 1947.
2
•’Cline Reappointed Welfare Superintendent”, Winston-
Salem Journal. September 25, 1947, p.3.
3 -
Statement of A. W. Cline, Superintendent of Forsyth
County Welfare Department, Winston-Salem, North Carolina,
personal.interview, January 4, 1948,
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”let us think of them as unfortunate children who need pro¬
tection and guidance that will help them to find their place
1
in the community". Similar expression had been voiced by
Judge Nat S. Crews as he was installed as Judge of the For¬
syth County Juvenile Court, succeeding Judge Averitt in Octo¬
ber 1943. He said, "the rights of our children and the pro¬
tection of these rights are the bulwark of our community de-
2
velopment". This belief is still the controlling factor in
decisions made and actions taken in the operation of the
Court at the present time.
1
"Joint City-County Juvenile Coiirt Opened", Twih City
Sentinel. September 4, 1940, p.5.
2 '
"Nat S. Crews Succeeds Judge Averitt", Twin City Sentin¬
el. October 1, 1943^ p.5.
CHAPTER III
CURRENT JUDICIAL, ADMINISTRATIVE, AND SOCIAL PROCESSES
Staff
The present staff of the Juvenile Court consists ofi
the Judge, Chief Probation Officer, Senior Counselor, and
two Probation Officers. One probation officer handles white
boys and girls. Negro boys are handled by the senior counsel¬
or and the girls by the Negro child welfare worker, who is
also a probation officer.
The Judge of the Forsyth County Juvenile Court is elec¬
ted to office by the Joint action of the governing bodies of
the city and county and holds office for one year and/or m-
til a successor is appointed. Under the General Statutes^
by which this Juvenile Court was authorized, the Judge does
not necessarily have to be a licensed attorney. However,
in this Court the County Attorney has always been appointed
to this position.
The chief probation officer is also superintendent of
public welfare and supervises the work of any additional pro¬
s'
bation officers appointed. The chief probation officer
serves as a counselor and sits in on every case presented in
Court. All officers subordinate to the chief probation of¬
ficer are appointed and subject to discharge by the Judge.
-





The Judge also determines the salary to be paid. The -
discharge of any appointed officer and the salary paid any
officer must be approved by the North Carolina State Board of
Charities and Public Welfare.^ Each member of the staff is,a
qualified member by professional training, experience, or'
both. The present Judge is a licensed attorney and has serv¬
ed the Juvenile Court since 1943. The chief probation offi¬
cer has served this Court for seven years and has held the
position of Superintendent of Public Welfare in Forsyth Coun¬
ty for the past twenty-four years. The probation officers a
and the child welfare workers hold degrees from accredited
graduate schools of social work, in addition to years of ex-
2
perience. All appointments are made on the basis of merit.
Court Procedure
Tho, Juvenile Co\irt is a separate part of the Forsyth
County Superior Court. It was established to hear cases of
all children less than sixteen years of age who are brought
into court for being delinquent, neglected, dependent or
3
abandoned. The Juvenile Court convenes on Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday of each week at lOsOO o'clock A.M. Hearings are
kept on an informal "conference" basis and no uniformed








parents or relatives and Court staff members are permitted
to enter the court room while the hearing is in progress#
The Judge reads the petition and then explains it to the
child clearly and with a vocabulary understood by the child*
The child is questioned quietly and, is given ample opportuni¬
ty to speak for himself* At no time is he scolded or threat¬
ened for his delizH^uent actions but an attempt is made to
‘ help him understand that his actions are wrong, their seri¬
ousness, and the possible consequences if they continue*
V Each parent or relative is then given an opportunity to
speak and explain any extenuating circumstances that may have
influenced the child's actions* In making a final disposition
on any case, separation from the home or committment to an
institution is the last resort* The child is given every op¬
portunity to make a suitable adjustment, no matter how re¬
mote the chances of success may&seem at the outset.
Methods of Handling Cases
The case load of the Juvenile Court is divided into two
groups* All cases Involving white children are handled by a
white probation officer, Negro cases are handled by a Negro
officer. Except for the purposes of complete identification
in the files> no other segregation is practiced in processing
eases. All cases receive equal consideration in Court and
are scheduled on the docket book and presented in the order
of occurence, urgency, or other factors except race* Cases
are handled officially and unofficially by the Court,
Official cases are those that are actually brought before the
Court, while unofficial cases are those that are handled out¬
side of the Court at the discretion of the probation officer
concerned. The probation officer receiving a complaint, in¬
vestigates and decides whether effective results can be had
by consulting the parents of the offender without having an
official hearing*
When the complaint is of such nature that it requires
official action, the pre-trial investigation is much the same
as the unofficial investigation, except that a record is made
of the investigation in addition to that made in the written
case record* The pre-trial investigation is of necessity
more thorough and detailed than the unofficial investigation
because all of the information received concerning the fami¬
ly circumstances and background is important in effective
treatment of the child. After the pre-trial investigation,
the information gathered is assembled in a written summary
for the Judge. Immediately before the hearing is opened, the
Judge reads this siimmary. It contains all available vital
statistics on the child and on the parents where deemed
necessary.
In abbreviated narrative form ±he following information
is included: social history, previous offenses known offici¬
ally or unofficially, the present situation, and the worker*s
observation or recommendation. The probation officer then
presents his case with any other information that he consid¬
ers relevant to the hearing. During the hearing, the
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probation officer may make a statement, verify a statement
or ask a question of either the child or a witness- Usually,
however, the probation officer asks few questions in the
hearing- More often he merely assists the Judge by making
statements that will guide the line of questioning.
Disposition is usually probation, with the child re¬
maining a ward of the Court, but in the custody of his par¬
ents, especially for the first offense. Conditions of this
probation are entered into the record on the proper forms
with a copy going to the parents or guardians of the child-
A review is scheduled for a future date, usually in two or
three weeks and at the convenience of the parents or
guardians- The conditions of probation depend on what each
ease may warrant- In the instance where an offender has been
committed to an institution and has been released on pro¬
bation, violation of one or more of the conditions is suf¬
ficient to effect actual committment- However, violation of
one of the conditions of probation is seldom used as a basis
for committment- The Judge and the staff hear each case with
an open mind and Judge it solely on the merits of the case
at hand-
in accordance with progressive social service concepts,
follow-up treatment is an important part of the over-all
treatment process in handling youthful offenders. However,
such treatment requires much time and effort on the part of
the probation officer. In those agencies where the case load
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is extremely heavy and the staff is incomplete, the follow¬
up treatment is of necessity short and limited. Such is the
case in the Forsyth County Juvenile Court. The probation
officer for Negro boys has a case load of approximately one
hundred and ninety-five cases.^ He must handle all of these
cases alone since he is the only worker for Negro boys.
Follow-up treatment is almost entirely eliminated- An at¬
tempt, however, is made to instruct the parents or guardians
of the child in helping the child carry out the conditions
of probation.
' Detention and Committment Facilities
Detention for the Juvenile court serves the same purpose
that arrest does for the adult court. Its purpose is to
keep the child out of danger and from riinning away during
the period of examination. Experience indicates that some
plan should be devised to provide twenty-four hour service
2 . -
to problem children. Without such service, children remain
too long in the care of police^ ifho prefer not to hold them
even for the hour or two that it takes ta call a probation
officer to the police station in early morning hours, or on
holidays^and Sundays. A receiving home where children can
be. taken at any hour and where they can get twenty—four hour
1 ■ ^ ^ ^ ^ —
Forsyth Coimty Juvenile Court Records, cit.
2- - '
Public Welfare News, op. cit..-p,8.
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service is essential. Tlie Forsyth County Juvenile Court has
such a receiving home for Negro children, hut white children
are detained in separate quarters in the city jail permit-^
ted to remain in their homes, for lack of more adequate fa¬
cilities. The housing shortage, more than anything else, has
been responsible for the lack of an official detention home
for white children.
The Detention Home for Negro children is used to detain
youthful offenders until some disposition is made by the
Juvenile Court. The Home affordquarters for six boys and
three girls for simultaneous detention, but there are seldom
more than four or five boys at one time. The cost of oper¬
ation is jointly shared by the city and county.
The staff of the Detention Home is composed of three
persons,— the manager, house mother, and a maid. Children
receive adequate care and food and are sometimes given a
"treat" by the manager, if they are well-behaved. The
"treat" may be a trip out-of-town, a movie, or just a dish
of icecream between meals or before going to bed. The chil¬
dren seem to enjoy these "treats" and a promise of such makes
disciplining easier; Vdienever the children are taken outside
of the Home, they must be accompanied by some member of the
Home staff or a member of the Juvenile Court. The length of




In instances where a child has been conmitted to an institu¬
tion and the Court must wait for an opening at the institu¬
tion. Regardless of the length of the stay in the Home,
treatment is consistent and the food adeq.uate. Children are
required to bathe and wa.sh the clothes they have on, when
entering the Home, and they are always kept clean and appear
neat at their Court hearing. An adequate kitchen, a well-
stocked play room, clean and comfortable beds, a lavatory
and a steel shower make up the physical facilities of the
Home. Unlike the old Detention Home used by the City Ju¬
venile Court, prior to the consolidation of the City and
County Courts, the present Home is not used for long-term
committments nor are the children required to do any heavy
labor on or about the premises. It is a detention home pro¬
vided and operated in accordance with the State laws cover¬
ing Juvenile Courts.
Since its opening in August 1946 through July 1947,
seventy-seven children have received 2874 meals and 967
night's lodging. Of the total number of children handled,
were girls. The children ranged in age from ten years
to fifteen years. Table 1 -shows the number of admissions,
meals served, night's lodging received, and the average
number of meals and night>s lodging per child, for the first
year of operation of the Detention Home.
l" ~ ^
North Carolina Welfare Laws, on. cit>« p.92.
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TABLE 1
THE NUMBER OF ADMISSIONS, MEALS, AND
NIGHT'S LODGING AND AVERAGE PER CHILD*^
Service Given Boys Girls Total
»
Average t>er child
No.-Admitted 52 - 25 .77
Night's Lodging 648 319 967 37
Meals Served 2078 896 2874 12.5
*From the files of the Forsyth County Temporary, Detention
Home for Colored Children, 1946-1947.
The committment facilities of the Juvenile Court are
limited for Negro children. Despite the fact that youthful
Negro delinquency is by far, higher than white on the State
1
level, the General Assembly has not enacted .adequate social
welfare legislation which will provide compensating facili¬
ties to help reduce the rate of delinquency. Of the Xive
State training institutions enrolling youths up to sixteen
years of age, there are only two for Negro youths.
Morrison Training School For Negro Boys, located near
Hoffman, North Carolina, is the only institution for Negro
boys. It serves this Court as well as the other ninety-nine
Juvenile courts throughout the state. It has a capacity for
approximately two hundred boys. The State Straining School,
located near Rocky Mount, North Carolina, is the only
Juvenile Court Survey, ££. cit.
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institution for Negro girls. It was opened for service in
September 1944, These two schools complete the committment
facilities of the. Forsyth County Juvenile Court.for Negro
1
Children.
The institutions for white children are: Eastern Caro¬
lina Training School For Boys, near Concord, North Carolinaj
Stonewall Jackson Training School For Boys, near Rocky Mount,
North Carolina; and the State Home and Industrial School For
Girls, near Samarcand, North Carolina. These schools ade¬
quately serve the state. However, this adequate service is
due to the fact that the rate of delinquency among white
children does not tax the facilities to the same degree that
it does the Negro institutions. Fortunately, for the Court
and the community, the committment problem is limited to only
one group of children, the Negro boys.
The length of stay of the juvenile within the institu¬
tion is based on his adjustment within the institution and
is generally for approximately eighteen months* However,
supervision of the juvenile continues until the twenty-first
-birthday and replacement within the institution may be made
'at any time before the twenty-first year if such action
is deemed necessary.
From the Biennial Reports of Correctional Institutions
Under-the North Carolina Board of Corrections and Training.
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Use of Commianlty Resources
The use of community resources available to the Court
is not a continous, planned operation* As problems arise
requiring the assistance of a community organization or
other agency, this problem is made knoim to various organi¬
zations and agencies; if a particular group or groups find
it possible to be of assistance, the problem is taken into
consideration*
The public school is the only outside agency which is
constantly and directly in use by the Court* Oftimes the
school is the principle source for determining whether a
child is or is not brought into Court for delinquent behavior*
The school makes a direct report to the Juvenile Court in
any instance of delinquent behavior taking place at the
school, e*g* larceny, destruction of school property, truancy,
etc* School authorities are usually capable of handling
such behavior without calling the local police, except in
extreme cases*
Other agencies usually assist the Court through communi¬
ty education programs, providing recreational facilities,
and participating in financial drives for the purpose of se¬
curing additional facilities for the Court* As observed by
the writer, the role of outside agencies in relation to the
Juvenile Court is not too clearly defined* Apparently, there
is a greater weakness in coordinated planning to make re¬
sources available, in Negro eommimitles than in white commun¬
ities* This weakness is much more serious as it effects the
S2
Negro youth: ©f Winston-Salem because of the high rate of Ju¬
venile delinquency among this group. A study made by the
Winston-Salem Comm\inity Coimcil in 1945 indicated that the
number of Negro delinquents exceeds their ratio in the total
population.^
Evaluation of the Coiirt*s Effectiveness
In this chapter, an attempt is made to show what actual¬
ly takes place in one youth tribunal, regarded as«modern»» by
its officials, both local and State, in the light of pro¬
gressive socialized and humanitarian methods of Judicial and
related processes. There are, however, limitations on the
Court which either wholly or in part account for such short¬
comings that exist in its processes* A few of the general
limitations which restrict reform are the followings
(1) Finances - Restricted finances are a serious brake upon
the work of the Court. The limitations are felt in every
process. Effective legislation is curtailed from the State
level down through the Court itself because of expenses in¬
volved in the enactment of such legislation that will permit
changes Increasi^ personnel and facilities. The limitations
which operate through the City-County budget and the in¬
adequate resources possesed by related social agencies narrow¬
ly restrain the program of change. (2) Personnel - This
1
Negro Welfare Council, Problem Area Study. Winston-Salem,
1943 (\jnpUblished)
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problem is chiefly one of getting sufficient trained workers.
Related to financial lacks, the problem is largely one of al¬
location of adequate funds rather than inadequacy of talent#
(3) Official Attitudes - Closely allied to restrictions in
personnel and budget is the impossibility of rising above
the level of official opiriion, whether informed or not.
CHAPTER IV
CASE STUDIES
Data have been gathered from an analysis of a random
sampling of one hundred cases or records of Juvenile delin¬
quents known to the Forsyth County Juvenile Court at two
different periods in its developmentj fifty records known in
1958 and fifty records known in 1947* Procedures of the
Court have been observed from October 1947 through December
1947. The following analysis attempts to give a view of the
procedures used in 1938 and in 1947, in so far as records and
observation have revealed them. The materials set down here
do not attempt to give a complete view of the entire Court’s
operation, but their purpose is to present a cross-sectional
view of the processes of the Juvenile Court at two different
periods in its development.
The present Juvenile Court is relatively young and the
public is not so well informed of its nature. Jurisdiction,
add policies. Even some of the specialized social agencies
of the city have apparently, been uninformed of its purposes
and philosophy. In a measure, this results from the fact-
that the Court has not sought publicity for its work, what
with limitations of its facilities and staff. A much closer
cooperation with agencies and the Court may have been effect¬
ed, since the most effective work with adolescents depends
upon such cooperation. The situation is revealed to some






Police Department 26 27
Social Agencies 6 0
Adult Courts 3 1
Public School 10 19
Unknown 5 7
TOTAL 50 50
*From the files of the Forsyth County Juvenile Court
As indicated by Table B, the City Police Department is
the chief source of referrals of complaints# However, the
role of the Police Department diuing the nine years covered
by the records, has changed considerably, and it is only as
an initial complaint-receiving organization that the Depart¬
ment remains outstandingly active# This indicates several
progressive changes in the manner in which juvenile offenders
have been handled since 1938#
Other social agencies do little referring to the Juven¬
ile Court now and fewer complaints are received from indi¬
viduals. This is partially because the role of these social
agencies has changed and instead of presenting a general,
over-all method of handling juvenile problems, there is a
tendency toward specialization in certain phases# In 1938
the Associated Charities Agency was in every phase of
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juvenile welfare in Forsyth County and quite often did initial
investigations of complaints* Initial investigation is ndw
the responsibility of the Juvenile Court*
The public school's role, as a referral source of com¬
plaints has increased considerably since 1958* This.is due
largely to an Increased awareness on the part of the school
authorities and the Juvenile Court that the child, the cran--
munity, and the Court can greatly benefit from closer co-.
operation in preventive and curative measures applied in
combatting juvenile delinquency in Winston-Salem* Higher
courts make referrals only when a child is likely to become
the victim of a decision handed down by the adult courts in
some action involving the child's parents or guardians* Un¬
known sources of referrals usually include a few individuals
who come to the Juvenile Court reporting instances of delin¬
quent behavior by some member of their own family or someone
dear to them*
Reason for Referral
Chance, the economic resources of the family, and the
social resources of the community often determine whether or
not a child gets into juvenile court* If the child, in his
early growth period, is not assured the proper love and se-
ciirlty of his parents, if he feels himself an unloved or un¬
wanted person, then he can only respond by securing for him¬
self certain substitute pleasures in an effort to compensate
for a lack of parental acceptance* The comparison of records
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in Table 3, below, indications are that there have been few
changes in the two periods studied, in the type of offenses
committed by wayward Jweniles in Winston-Salem and Forsyth
County, as well as the peculiar appeal these offenses seem






Running Away 4 1
Sex Offense 5 2
Ungovernable 3 4




House Breaking 2 3
Nealected or Deoendent 3 5
TOTAL 50 50
♦From the files of the Forsyth County Juvenile Court
In discussing causes of delinquency within the individ¬
ual, Hazel Fredericksen makes the following statement:
Any adventure or situation is welcomed if it
offers him an escape from the hurt of lack of love
and loss of pride; any substitute for affection
will do if it offers thrill, excitement, and a feel¬
ing of adequacy. His behavior is an expression of
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protest againstlacks in his own life. This
conflict within himself “or between himself and
his environment explaihs why one child in a
family may indulge in delinq^uent behavior when
his brothers or sisters do not. Although a
child may have all the material things that
money can buy, inner conflicts may drive him in¬
to anti-social behavior,^
Interim Disposition
Before final dispositions are made, an interim dis¬
position is made by the Court. Its pvirpose is to allow the
child and/or the family an opportunity to make a suitable
adjustment before a final disposition of the case is made.
The interim disposition may be probation, referral to the
Child Welfare Dividion for supervision, or a short period of
time in the Detention Home or a foster home. A review of the
case is then held to determine the effectiveness of the in¬
terim disposition and degree of desirable adjustment made by
the child and/or his family. The Judge makes a final dis¬
position of the case after hearing the review. In 1938
there were no referrals made to the Child Welfare Division,
This was largely due to the fact that child welfare services
were usually incorporated in the over-all Juvenile Court
processes and the degree of specialization in service was
considerably less than it is today.
Child welfare services are highly specialized in the
present Court, with clearly defined limitations of authority
i : "■ : —
Hazel FTederickaen, The Child and His Welfare (San Fran¬
cisco, 1948), p,129.
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in handling dependent, neglected, abandoned, and delin<iuent
children. In this study four cases of direct institutionali¬
zation were noted; such action was not exactly exception to
the rule for that period. Apparently the result of a lack
of understanding of the underlying philosophy of a Juvenile





Boarding Home 0 5
Probation 7 26
Detention Home 35 0
Institutionalized 5 6
total ■ 50 50
♦From the files of the Forsyth County Juvenile Court
A considerably larger number of cases were dismissed in
1947 than in 1938. This may be due largely to a difference
of opinion on the part of the Judges of the Court at the
two different periods studied. In 1947, the majority of the
cases dismissed were so adjudged because of the value placed
by the Court on trusting the child with a responsibility,
especially in first offenses. Only three of the cases dis¬
missed in 1947 were so disposed of for insufficient evidence.
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Five of the cases were brought back into Court for official
hearings*
Boarding homes were used in five dispositions in 1947*
These were not regarded as delinquency as such and the Coiirt
decisions were made on the basis of recommendations from the
Child V/elfare Division* Of the cases stiadied for 1938, no
instances of use of boarding homes was noted* Probation was
successful in nearly half of the total cases for 1947* This
again, may indicate the effectiveness of current practices
in the Juvenile Court*
The large number of cases culminating in placement of
the child in the Detention Home in 1938, as a final disposi»
tion, may have been so because that was the purpose of the
Home at that time* The present Home is for temporary place-*
ment only until some other disposition is made* This ac>
1
counts for the lack of such dispositions in 1947* Little
difference is noted in practices in respect to committment*
See Chapter III, Detention and Committment Facilities,




In considering juvenile courts in the light of the 1940
White House Conference, the essentials of a community child
welfare program have direct implication on two points*
Briefly, they are that in every county or other appropriate
area services to children should be developed in a compre¬
hensive program of social services to those whose home con¬
ditions or individual difficulties require special attention,
and that the local public welfare department should be able
to provide all essential social services to children, either
directly or through utilizing the resources of other agencies*
Attention is called to these two statements of the Conference
because they emphasize three essentials of a modern child
welfare programs (1) local child welfare services available
to the child in his own home and commxinity, (2) the availa¬
bility of services for all children In need, and (3) public
responsibility for the provision of such services*^
The degree of the ability of the Forsyth County Juvenile
Court tO’carry out these essentials is limited- in several in¬
stances by the authority upon which the Court is dependent
for efficient operation. A juvenile court should have the
authority, through a domestic relations court, to assume
-
’’Social Services to Children”^, National Probation
Association Year Book. 1940*
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jurisdiction of adults in those cases where domestic rela¬
tions are such that the welfare of children in a family is
jeopardized# However, establishment of a domestic relations
Co\irt requires sufficient funds to defray increased expenses
of staff and facilities# Throughout the history of this
Court, reluctance on the part of C ity-Gounty officials to
vote sufficient operational funds Jias‘ with held authoritative
legal machinery needed by the Court# There is a definite
need for a domestic relations court, as a part of the ju¬
venile Court, to enable the Court to use more powerful legal
authority to handle adults guilty of the neglect of a child
or who directly or indirectly contribute to the delinquency
1
of a child#
Some adult cases over which this Juvenile -Court should
have jurisdiction are those originating from complaints of
(1) failure on the part of the husband to support his wife,
(2) of a parent to support his minor children, (5) failure
of fathers to support their children born out of wedlock,
(4) contributing to the deliaiuency of minors, (5) violation
of the compulsory education and child labor laws* The last
four-named complaints can be defined Without difficulty, but
complaints of failure on the part of the husbandto support a
wife and minor children are extremely complicated, in that a
large number of the marital problems are so Intricate and
complicated that failure to support is only one and perhaps
-
Statement of W# E# Church, pp# clt.
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not the most serious one of these problems. This particular
complaint however, receives proper adjudication in the higher
courts of Forsyth County, but the other four which should re¬
ceive equal if not more attention, practically pass -untouched
because original jurisdiction over such complaints is vested
Z
in the Domestic Belations Courts of North Carolina and this
Juvenile Court lacks legal machinery to meet the need.
Psychiatric Services
The delinquent Is usually ah individualist, whose pat¬
tern of non-conformance is the result of his reslstence to
pressvires in the home, the school, and the community,-which
lead to rebellion. To hiiii' the ^rebellion is justified, for it
is an expression of his inner feelings and dissatisfactions.
Probation service can be strengthened only by a-program based
on treatment of the individual and the administration of such
a program by a staff well-—trained for diagnostic service and
understanding hiunan behavior. There is a great need for di¬
agnostic service rendered by mature, trained psychiatric
social caseworkers, social caseworkers in family casework,
and clinical-psychologists. These persons should serve as
3
the nucleus of the juvenile court.
1 ^ ^
United States Department of Labor, Report of the Juven¬
ile Court of Washington. D.C.. Government Printing Office,
1940-41, pp.l3-i4. . -
2 ■ -
North Carolina Welfare Laws, elt.. p.80.
3 /
Eric K. Clark, •’Observations of a Psychiatrist on the
Probation Program”, Federal Probation IBuarterlv. XI(0ctober-
December 1947), p.28. -i-
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Diagnostic services are urgently needed in the Forsyth
County Juvenile Court to provide diagnosis, consultation,
and treatment to the seriously disturbed individuals coming
to the attention of the Court* A large majority of children
known to the Court are not psychotic or even so inclined,
but they are maladjusted to the degree that psychiatric ser¬
vices are necessary in order to assist the child in making a
proper adjustment. In addition, this service is a prerequi¬
site to the further development of understanding and skill
of the probation officers in treating individuals under their
care. Psychiatric services, either diagnostic or therapeutic,
are convincingly valuable in helping the probation officer
more effectively d^i with his client. Due to the limitations
of psychiatric and guidance services in 1¥inston-Salem, the
Court is, without question, handicapped by this lack.
Use of- Community Resources
The relationship of public and private agencies can be
clarified through social planning on a community-wide basis
and through frank evaluations of the policies of each agency
with-a resultant determination of the division of responsi¬
bility. Ignorance of the existence of related community ser¬
vices is a familiar but unnecessary phenomenon blocking 'the
efficiency of social agencies. The delinquent, and through
him, the community, suffers from these conditions of ignor¬
ance, competition, agency deficiency and costly duplication.
The community-minded approach might temporarily be less
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satisfying to vested, autonomous agency interests, to those
whom Justin Miller has called the "prima donnas” of sociaJL
work, intergration should promote \iltimately a broader satis-^
faction through the more effective implementation of social
1
goals*
One of the most basic needs in the field of social ad¬
ministration in Winston-Salem is a fuller integration of the
public and private facilities to the end of their more ordered
and effective application to community problems* More numer-
2
ous coodlnating councils, composed of representatives of
court and non-court agencies, could be an instrument of such
integration*
In a large measure, the Negro community has failed in
its role of Court assistant in combatting juvenile delinquen¬
cy* It is true that progress has been made in numerous ways
by such community and church groups as Boy Scouts, Girl
Scouts, the Community Centers, Junior Church Groups of- vari¬
ous churches, and Athletic Clubs, but when one examines the
over-all picture, the failures found mar the scene* These
failures may be attributed to several factors* (1) As a
group, Negro parents and adults in Winston-Salem do not seem
to whole-heartedly support programs aimed at helping the . *
T~~ “ ^ ^
Paul W* Tannan. Delinauent Girls in CoxirtfNew York-
1947), p*211* ~ ~
2
Pauline V* Young, Social Treatment in Probation and De¬
linquency (New York, 1937), p*42. ^
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maladjusted youth, whether these programs be agency-sponsored
or community-sponsored. The instances of attempts to form
such programs ending in failure are too numerous to mention.
(2) Low incomes, poor housing, and their resultant low stan¬
dard of living for the greater portion of the Kegro popula¬
tion, forces the struggle for existence to overshadow aiiy
other endeavor on the part of the Negro parent to aid com¬
munity programs. Even the welfare of that paren15s child is
made a secondary issue.
As a result of this lack of interest in community pro¬
grams on the part of adults and poor cooperation on the part
of parents in working with the Juvenile Court for preventive
measures in handling delinquents, most endeavors are serious¬
ly handicapped in the Negro community. Forceful and untiring
leadership is a prerequisite for successful realization of a
coordinating-council plan. To date, the majority of large
scale plans by church and commimity groups have failed to
materialize, apparently through the lack of forceful leader¬
ship, Unfortunately, the children needing the benefit that
can be dirived from a successful community-sponsored pro¬
gram form a majority that suffers from the lack of it. Actu¬
al!]^, most of those taking advantage of the programs that are
successful in the community, live normally organized lives
and are in less need of the program.
A look at the situation concerning white children af¬
fords a much more wholesome panorama. Throughout the city,
n\imerous groups have successfully put into operation youth
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programs emphazing preventive measures to combat delinquency*
The benefit derived from these measures such as Y-Teen Clubs,
y*M*C.A* and Y.W*G*A. Workshops, Boy Scouts, and other re¬
creational programs for white youths is evidenced in the
Juvenile Court by the low rate of delinquency. The success
of such programs in white communities is due to factors with
opposite implications from those found in the Negro com¬
munities. There is a higher standard of living for the ma¬
jority of white families, there are more adequate facilities
for recreation, and there is apparently, a greater realiza¬
tion on the part of white parents and adults of the construc¬
tive influences created through community action.
In both white and Negro programs, however, the’ plans
are usually commimity-sponsored or agency-sponsored without
active cooperation from the Juvenile Coiirt^ In recommending
a possible course for the Court in utilizing to the fullest
extent, those community resources available for preventive
therapy in combatting juvenile delinquency, especially in
Negro communities, successful marshalling of qualified Negro
leaders to help educate the citizen^ to feel a new sense of
responsibility for those problems that have before been left
entirely to the police, can be done most effectively through
a combined Juvenile Court-community approach.
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Probation Staff
According to the standards for service in Juvenile co\irts
set by the United States Children*s Bureau, fifty is the num¬
ber of cases which one probation officer can ad^uately su¬
pervise The average monthly caseload carried by the pro¬
bation officers in the Forsyth County Juvenile Court is 250
g
or eighty-nine cases per officer. Due to the great difference
in the number of Negro boys cases and white boys cases,
these statistics do not accurately indicate the act\ial dis¬
tribution of the caseload. The probation officer for Negro
boys has an average monthly caseload of 195 eases; approxi¬
mately sixty-five of these are open and active, the remainder
is open but inactive. The probation officer for white boys
and girls has sixty cases including both groups. The officer
2
for Negro girls has a caseload of less than thirty cases.
Therefore, according to accepted standards, there is a need
for three additional trained probation officers to handle
Negro boys cases if efficient service is to be maintained.
Conclusions
The Juvenile court is an American product, but the legal
principles manifested by it may be traced centuries back to
the English system of common law and equity. In theory, the
1 ^ ^




basic philosophy of the juvenile coxirt has been that of ren¬
dering aid, protection, and care t©^ dependent and neglected
children. Its history contains much of the struggles of
great men, such as Judge Lindsey in Colorado, who have un¬
selfishly aspired toward reforms in which they planned to
save children in preference to punishing them. The soxmdest
philosophy of the juvenile court would indicate that there
should be a separation of the judicial and casework functions
of the juvenile court. ' Social agencies, generally iii the
past few years have accepted responsibility for treatment
and casework functions formerly handled by the juvenile
courts, and have made available to the courts services at-
1
tendant upon the exercise of judicial functions.
Before one can understand and appreciate what the For¬
syth County Juvenile Court has gone through in its develop¬
ment, there must first be a consideration of what are the
essential elements of a total juvenile court program. Ac¬
cording to Kenneth L. Pray, Director of the Pennsylvania
School of Social V/ork, a total program is one in which there
is a planned, concerted effort toward attaining deliberately
chosen goals, this being done by selected steps and processes,
each related to the rest and to the other forces of social
change, social construction, and social reconstruction that
are at work around us today. To make the child’s world a
- -
^ ^
Hazel Fredericksen, £p. cit,. pp.132-135,
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better place to live in and to help those maladjusted chil¬
dren to find security and satisfaction in this world, seem
to be the common goal of all juvenile court programs
To carry into effect the general philosophy underlying
2
juvenile court legislation there is need for certain machine¬
ry* No one pattern of operation can be laid out for all
juvenile courts because the machinery must be geared to
specific situations* However, there are certain constants in
all sitioations. For instance, it is nationally recognized
that the juvenile court should be a segregated, independent
tribinaal with its own professionally trained staff to handle
the cases coming before it* In this, the Forsyth County Ju¬
venile Court has kept abreast of the latest concepts. It is
true that the present facilities have been available for
little more than seveft years> but the Court has been in ex¬
istence for scane twenty years and federal juvenile court leg¬
islation is little more than twice that old* Court records
indicate that prior to the acquisition of these facilities,
conscientious effort was made and a measure of success ac¬
hieved in meeting the criteria of separate court facilities*
In the present Court this has been fully accomplished*
The efforts of the Court to obtain a professionally




See Chapter I, sunra. p.3.
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its origin- In the light of progress made by other "modern"
youth tribunals, this may indicate slow progress and perhaps
the indication is true, but the present facts are that the
Court has accomplished this second nationally recognized
criteria despite limitations, direct and indirect, upon the
1
Court.
The functions of the juvenile coiirt should be broadly
defined to give it the responsibility for protection and care
of homeless, dependent, neglected, and delinquent children
and children in danger of becoming delinquentj and for carry¬
ing on the regular statutory duties of providing adequate
social-legal services, through a skilled staff to accomplish
functions required by national standards. Legislation that
would make possible a wide interpretation of functions and
powers and, as far as possible, avoid dealing with mechanics
of administration, would have much to commend it. This plan
will prove satisfactory if the juvenile court is staffed with
well-equipped people who can be relied upon to give soimd
administration- Any form of organization will result dis-
2
astrously if not staffed with trustworthy people.
Indications are that the Forsyth County Juvenile Court
throughout its development, has had so\md administration be¬
hind its liberal interpretation of existing juvenile court
legislation. Present trends in the Court are toward
~ - ■
See Chapter III, suora. p.31.
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Hazel Fredericksen, op^ clt.. p.273.
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incorporating those changes recommended in this study. Al¬
though incorporation of these recommendations are recognized
as an essential step toward gearing the program to meet the
present situation, the Court must first overcome those ju¬
dicial and administrative limitations which exist.
To do this the Juvenile Coiirt staff must urge.- the powers
that he, controlling the activities of the Court, to think
and see and understand why social effort, social change, and
social legislation in behalf of children, from the State
level down through the Court itself, are imperative. ^In
this way, awareness of the need can be accomplished and a
total over-all juvenile court program can be developed in the
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